Benchmark Database for Ylidic Bond Dissociation Energies and Its Use for Assessments of Electronic Structure Methods.
We report a database of 18 ylidic bond dissociation energies obtained by using highly accurate quantum mechanical methods, and we use it to test approximate electronic structure methods. The new benchmark database is called YBDE18 and is used to test a large number of electronic structure methods, including eight wave function methods and 98 density functional exchange-correlation functionals. Among them, we include some very recent density functionals, including the SOGGA11 GGA functional, the SOGGA11-X hybrid GGA functional, the M11-L local meta-GGA functional, and the M11 range-separated hybrid meta-GGA functional. We also consider other functionals of these classes plus a local spin density approximation, global-hybrid meta-GGAs, range-separated hybrid GGAs, doubly hybrid GGAs, and doubly hybrid meta-GGAs. We found M05-2X-D3, MPWB1K-D3, M05-2X, LC-BLYP, PBE0-D3, and MC3MPWB to be the best DFT methods for this database. Although they do not place in the top four overall, our new-generation functionals show overall competitive performances; each of the new functionals provides the smallest mean signed error within its class, while in terms of mean unsigned errors, SOGGA11 is the best GGA, and SOGGA11-X and M11-L are among the first three best functionals in their categories, global-hybrid GGA and local meta-GGA. The best local functionals are VSXC and M06-L, the best global-hybrids are M05-2X, M08-HX, M06-2X, and MPWB1K, and the best range-separated hybrids are LC-BLYP, ωB97, ωB97X, and M11.